Differences in fiber orientations between registered image volumes can be difficult to quantify. Angular errors between diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) volumes are often a combination of image registration errors and fluctuations of diffusion values that are used to determine the fiber orientations. In order to properly quantify the similarity between two images containing fiber orientation information, both displacement and angular fluctuation should be considered. We present a method to quantify fiber orientation similarity between registered images by allowing small pixel displacements in conjunction with minor angle differences. Adjustments to the allowed pixel displacement and degree of angle difference can help identify the major factor contributing to the error of fiber angles. The proposed method can provide a new metric for the evaluation of the fiber orientation difference.
INTRODUCTION
Magnetic resonance diffusion tensor imaging (MR-DTI) has been developed as an excellent method for fiber imaging. However, a comparison of fiber orientations between registered DTI volumes can be difficult to quantify. Normal statistical fluctuations during acquisition can cause apparent fiber orientations to vary slightly between scans of the same volume. Histological comparisons of human cardiac fiber angles found average standard deviations of approximately 5 to 12 degrees across the heart wall [1] . Registration errors also contribute to angle discrepancies. In sheep hearts, the average angle difference between two scans of the same heart was found to vary by nearly 10 degrees, mostly due to registration error [2] . Acute angle error (AAE) has been used as a common approach to quantify angle differences. AAE has been applied previously to describe fiber orientation correspondence between volumes [3] [4] [5] . However, AAE cannot differentiate between registration (displacement) errors and slight angle variations. This work introduces a new method to identify the main contributors to angle errors and to quantify the similarity between fibers in two volumes when allowing for small pixel displacements and angle variations. Our method is based on the Gamma dose evaluation metric that was originally introduced in [6] for evaluating radiation dose distributions. The proposed method applies this Gamma metric for the evaluation of fiber angular differences.
METHODS

Gamma Calculation Method
The workflow for the proposed method is outlined in Fig. 1 (Fig. 2C ). 
CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a new approach to quantify the similarity of cardiac fiber orientations between two registered DTI volumes. This new metric can provide more information regarding the cause of the fiber orientation difference. The method could also be applied during registration routines to determine iteration completion.
One limitation of the work is that the fiber orientation between neighboring voxels is assumed to change in a gradual, linear fashion. This may not be the case near the wall edges of the heart. Future work will extend the procedure to include non-linear orientation changes.
